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The Depreciation of the Third Party Cookie has Begun 1

The digital advertising landscape has witnessed a seismic shift with the depreciation of 
third-party cookies. As major browsers prioritize user privacy and move away from these 
tracking mechanisms, advertisers are forced to rethink strategies. This evolution poses 
challenges but also opens new avenues for innovative, privacy-centric approaches to targeted 
advertising. Strategic Media analyzed the key themes and upcoming predictions.

Key themes:

● Global Impact: The depreciation of third-party cookies is a global phenomenon, 
affecting the majority of internet users and disrupting traditional advertising practices.

● Browser Initiatives: Leading browsers such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and 
Apple Safari have taken steps to limit third-party cookie usage, emphasizing user privacy 
and control.

● Ad Spending Shift: Industry reports indicate a shift in ad spending towards more 
privacy-friendly channels and strategies, with marketers allocating budgets to contextual 
advertising and first-party data utilization.

Predictions:

● Rise of Privacy-Centric Solutions: Advertisers are expected to increasingly embrace 
privacy-centric solutions, leveraging technologies like Federated Learning of Cohorts 
(FLoC) and Privacy Sandbox to deliver personalized content without compromising user 
privacy.



Predictions continued:

● Importance of First-Party Data: With third-party cookies losing prominence, the value 
of first-party data will surge. Advertisers will prioritize building direct relationships with 
consumers to gather and utilize data responsibly, fostering trust and loyalty.

● Contextual Targeting Dominance: Contextual targeting will take center stage, enabling 
advertisers to understand and reach audiences based on the context of the content they 
consume, rather than relying on individual tracking.

● Innovations in Ad Tech: The depreciation of third-party cookies will spur innovations in 
the ad tech industry. Companies will explore new technologies and methodologies, such 
as artificial intelligence and machine learning, to enhance targeting capabilities while 
respecting user privacy.

Overall, the depreciation of third-party cookies marks a pivotal moment in the evolution of 
digital advertising. While presenting challenges, it also offers an opportunity for advertisers to 
reassess and revamp their strategies. As the industry adapts to a cookieless future, those 
embracing privacy-centric solutions and investing in innovative technologies are poised to thrive 
in the dynamically changing landscape.

The Evolution of Audience Buying and Programmatic Advertising 
Spend 2

In the dynamic realm of digital advertising, audience buying and programmatic advertising have 
emerged as pivotal strategies, continuing to revolutionize how brands connect with consumers. 
At Strategic Media, we took a look at how current trends and key insights are shaping the 
landscape, shedding light on the evolving preferences of marketers and the continuous growth 
of programmatic ad spend.

Key themes:

● Programmatic Dominance: Programmatic advertising has witnessed exponential 
growth, comprising a substantial share of digital ad spend globally. Reports indicate that 
programmatic ad spend is projected to reach 200 billion by 2025, underlining its 
increasing significance in the advertising ecosystem.

● Rise of Audience Buying: Marketers are increasingly prioritizing audience buying 
strategies, leveraging data-driven insights to tailor content and messages to specific 
consumer segments. This trend emphasizes the shift from traditional demographics to 
more nuanced audience targeting based on behaviors, interests, and intent.



Key themes continued:

● Cross-Channel Integration: A notable trend is the integration of programmatic 
advertising across various channels, including display, video, audio, and even emerging 
formats like connected TV (CTV) and dOOH. This cross-channel approach enables 
advertisers to create cohesive and personalized campaigns that resonate with diverse 
audiences.

Predictions:

● AI and Machine Learning Integration: The future of programmatic advertising will likely 
see increased integration of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) 
technologies. These innovations will enhance targeting precision, optimize ad 
placements, and provide valuable insights for more effective campaign strategies.

● Enhanced Data Privacy Measures: In response to growing concerns about data privacy, 
advertisers are expected to adopt more transparent and privacy-centric practices. 
Striking the right balance between personalization and user privacy will become 
paramount, leading to the development of innovative consent management and data 
protection solutions.

● Programmatic in Traditional Media: The ongoing expansion of programmatic 
advertising into traditional media channels, such as out-of-home (OOH) and print, is 
anticipated. This shift will further streamline the buying process and enable advertisers 
to execute more cohesive and data-driven omnichannel campaigns.

As audience buying and programmatic advertising continue to shape the digital advertising 
landscape, marketers must stay attuned to evolving trends and embrace technological 
advancements. The emphasis on audience-centric strategies, cross-channel integration, and the 
responsible use of data sets the stage for a future where programmatic advertising remains a 
cornerstone of effective and engaging brand communication.

Navigating the Transformative Landscape of B2B Lead Generation 3 

In the ever-evolving landscape of B2B marketing, lead generation advertising has become a 
cornerstone for businesses seeking to forge meaningful connections with potential clients. 
Strategic Media delves into the current changes and trends shaping B2B lead generation 
strategies, providing insights into the dynamic shifts and emerging best practices.



Key Themes:

● Rise of Digital Channels: B2B lead generation has witnessed a significant shift towards 
digital channels, with a substantial increase in online interactions. Reports indicate that 
digital platforms contribute to an escalating percentage of B2B lead conversions, 
emphasizing the need for a robust online presence and engagement strategy.

● Content Marketing's Dominance: Content marketing continues to play a pivotal role in 
B2B lead generation. High-quality, educational content tailored to address the specific 
needs and pain points of the target audience has proven to be a key driver in attracting 
and converting leads.

● Account-Based Marketing (ABM) Surge: ABM has gained prominence as a targeted 
and personalized approach to B2B lead generation. This strategic method involves 
focusing efforts on specific high-value accounts, delivering tailored content, and 
nurturing relationships to maximize conversion rates.

Predictions:

● AI-Powered Personalization: The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) for 
personalized experiences is anticipated to grow. AI-driven tools and technologies will 
enable B2B marketers to understand buyer behavior, customize content, and deliver 
highly personalized interactions across various touchpoints in the buyer's journey.

● Interactive Content Engagement: Interactive content formats, such as quizzes, 
calculators, and assessments, are expected to gain traction in B2B lead generation. 
These engaging formats not only capture attention but also provide valuable data 
insights, allowing marketers to refine their targeting and messaging.

● Multi-Channel Integration: Successful B2B lead generation strategies will increasingly 
incorporate a multi-channel approach. Integration across platforms, including social 
media, email marketing, webinars, and offline events, will be crucial for reaching 
decision-makers at various stages of the buying process.

Adapting to the evolving landscape of B2B lead generation advertising requires a keen 
understanding of current trends and a proactive approach to emerging technologies. As digital 
channels, content marketing, and personalized strategies continue to shape the industry, B2B 
brands that embrace innovation and prioritize genuine engagement are poised for success in 
cultivating valuable and long-lasting client relationships.



Getting Comfortable with the Artificial 4

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has evolved from a buzzword to a transformative force within the 
advertising industry, reshaping how marketers connect with audiences. Strategic Media 
explores the current trends and shifts in the continued utilization of AI in advertising, 
highlighting its pivotal role in enhancing targeting precision, campaign optimization, and overall 
marketing efficacy.

Key themes:

● Exponential Growth in AI Adoption: The adoption of AI in advertising has seen 
remarkable growth, with an increasing number of marketers leveraging machine learning 
algorithms and data-driven insights to refine their strategies. Reports indicate a 
substantial rise in AI-driven ad spend, underscoring the industry's recognition of its 
potential.

● Personalization Prowess: AI's ability to analyze vast datasets in real-time enables 
unparalleled personalization in advertising. Brands are utilizing AI to tailor content, 
recommendations, and advertisements based on individual preferences, behaviors, and 
demographic information, leading to higher engagement and conversion rates.

● Programmatic Advertising Optimization: AI-powered programmatic advertising is 
becoming the norm, allowing marketers to automate the buying process, optimize ad 
placements, and deliver targeted messages efficiently. This trend is not only streamlining 
operations but also enhancing the relevance and impact of ads for specific audiences.

Predictions:

● AI-Enhanced Creativity: The future of advertising will likely witness AI's involvement in 
creative processes, from generating compelling ad copy to designing visually appealing 
content. Creative algorithms will collaborate with human input, unlocking new 
dimensions of innovation and efficiency in ad creation.

● Cross-Channel Integration: AI's versatility extends to integrating and optimizing 
advertising across various channels seamlessly. As marketers strive for cohesive 
omnichannel strategies, AI will play a pivotal role in ensuring consistency and relevance 
in messaging across platforms like social media, search, and display.

● Dynamic Predictive Analytics: AI's predictive analytics capabilities will continue to 
evolve, enabling marketers to anticipate trends, consumer behaviors, and market shifts 
with unprecedented accuracy. This foresight empowers brands to make informed 
decisions and stay ahead of the curve in a rapidly changing advertising landscape.



Predictions continued:

The continued integration of AI in advertising signifies a paradigm shift in how marketers 
engage with their target audiences. As AI algorithms become more sophisticated, their 
application in personalization, programmatic advertising, and even creative processes is poised 
to redefine industry standards. Embracing AI-driven strategies will be essential for advertisers 
aiming to navigate the complexities of the modern digital landscape and deliver impactful, 
targeted campaigns.
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